Multimodal brain tumor image segmentation using WRN-PPNet.
Tumor segmentation is of great importance for diagnosis and prognosis of brain cancer in medical field. Because of the noise, inhomogeneous gray, diversity of tissue, bias among modalities, and the fuzzy boundaries between tumor and adjacent tissues in the magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), tumor segmentation is a very difficult task. At present, many of the existing brain tumor segmentation methods are semi-automatic which are troublesome and inconvenient because interventions of raters or specialists are required. In this paper an automatic method, named wide residual network & pyramid pool network (WRN-PPNet), which can automatically segment glioma end to end is put forward. The main idea is described below. Firstly, WRN is used to extract features of multimodal brain tumor slices which are proved to have strong expressive ability. Secondly, the global prior representation with different level obtained by PPNet is stacked on the features from WRN. Finally, the scale recovery module in which the original inputs are fed into the network again is utilized to produce the pixel-level predictions which have the same size with the original inputs. Dice coefficients, sensitivity coefficient and predictive positivity value (PPV) coefficient are used to evaluate the performance of WRN-PPNet quantitatively. The experimental results show that the proposed method has a superior performance compared with the other state-of-the-art methods, and the average Dice, sensitivity and PPV on the randomly selected test data can reach 0.91, 0.94 and 0.89 respectively.